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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the first successfully implemented real-time 

Mandarin dictation machine developed in the world which recognizes 
Mandarin speech with unlimited texts and very large vocabulary for the 
input of Chinese characters to computers. Isolated syllables including 
the tones are first recognized using specially trained hidden Markov 
models with special feature parameters, the exact characters are then 
identified from the syllables using a Markov Chinese language model, 
because every syllable can represent many different homonym characters. 
The real-time implementation is on an IBM PC/AT, connected to a set of 
special hardware boards on which ten TMS 320C25 chips operate in 
parallel. It takes only 0.45 sec to dictate acharacters. 

I. Introduction 
Today, the input of Chinese characters into computers is still a very 

difficult and unsolved problem. All the currently existing input methods 
either are too slow or need special training, therefore can't be 
conveniently used by most people. This is the basic motivation for the 
development of a Mandarin dictation machine. We defined the scope of 
this research by the following limitations. The input speech is in the form 
of isolated syllables instead of continuous speech (the choice of syllables as 
the dictation unit will be discussed in detail later). The machine is speaker 
dependent. The first stage goal of this system is to have 90% correction 
only for the sentences in the Chinese textbooks of the primary schools in 
Taiwan, Rep. of China, because the errors can be found by the user on the 
screen and corrected from the keyboard very easily using convenient 
software system. Such a performance is still much more efficient than any 
of the currently existing input systems. However, on the other hand, the 
machine has to be able to recognize Mandarin speech with very large 
vocabulary (at least the 15 thousands of commonly used Chinese 
characters and the 60 thousands of commonly used Chinese words have to 
be covered) and unlimited texts (at least for sentence structures 
appearing in primary school text books) because we assume the input to 
computers can be arbitrary Chinese texts. Also, the machine has to work 
in real-time for computer input applications. As will be shown later in this 
paper, the above goals are almost achieved in this research. This is the 
first successfully implemented real-time Mandarin dictation machine 
developed in the world for very large vocabulary and unlimited texts. 

IT. Considerations for the special structure of Chinese Lanpuxe and 
the overallsystemstructure 

There are a t  least 60 thousands of commonly used words in Chinese. 
Therefore the words can not be used as the dictation units. There are a t  
least 15 thousands of commonly Chinese characters, each character is 
mono+yllabic. A nice feature is that the total number of different 
syllables in Mandarin speech is only about 1300. If we use the 1300 
syllables as the dictation units, all the words or characters will be covered. 
However, the small number of syllables implies another difficult problem, 
that is, many different homonym characters will share the same syllable. 
This problem will be solved later in this paper using a specially designed 
Markov Chinese language model. Based on the above observations on the 
special structure of Chinese language, the use of syllable as the dictation 
unit becomes a very natural choice. 
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Another very special important feature of Mandarin Chinese language I 
is the lexical tones for the syll 
Every character is assigned 
different tones. It has been sh 
is in the pitch contours, and the tones are essentially independent of the 
other acoustic properties of the syllables. If the differences among the 
syllables due to lexical tones are disregarded, only 409 syllables are 
required to represent all the pronunciations for Mandarin Chinese. This 
means the recognition of the syllables can be divided into two parallel 
procedures, the recognition of the tones, and of the 409 syllables 
disregarding the tones. 

Based on the considerations described above, the overall system 
structure for the Mandarin dictation machine is shown in Fig. 1. The 
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1 
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Fig. 1 The overall system structure for 
the Mandarin dictation m a c b e  

system is basically divided into two subsystems. The first is to recognize 
the syllables, and the second is to transform the series of syllables into the 
characters. For the first subsystem of syllable recognition, the 
corresponding syllable (disregarding the tones) and the tone are then 
recognized independently in parallel. Because errors always happen, we 
therefore have to provide information for confusing syllables, and 
confusing tones. For the second subsystem we need to first obtain all 
possible character hypothesis from a stored dictionary and then use the 
Markov Chinese language model to select the most probable (maximum 
likelihood) concatenation of them as the output sente 
processes will be described in detail in the following. 
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III. Svllable h o g n i t i o n  DisrewrdmP the Tones 
The recognition of the 409 Mandarin syllables disregarding the tones 

is very difficult because there exist 38 confusing sets in this vocabulary, 
each of which contains a t  most 19 very confusing syllables. 
Conventionally each Mandarin syllable is decomposed into an 
"initial/final" format, in which "initial" means the initial consonant of 
the syllable, while "final" includes the vowel or diphthong part but 
including possible medial or nasal ending. Each confusing set mentioned 
above then consists of syllables sharing the same final but with different 
initials. Direct application of standard approaches of hidden Markov 
models (HMM's) gives recognition rates on the order of only 70%-80% 
due to the difficulties caused by these confusing sets, as can be seen in the 
first two rows in Table 1, where top n rates are the rates for which the 
correct syllable is among the top n candidates chosen in the recognition 
phase. In the following, various approaches are developed to improve the 
recognition rates, and any of them can be used in the dictation machine 
because only the parameters for the HMM's should be modified. 

A two-pass training approach is first developed by specially 
considering the characteristics of the vocabulary. Because all the syllables 
in a confusing set share the same final, in this approach 38 final HMM's 
are first trained in the first pass, each for the final of a confusing set, using 
the segmented final parts of the training utterances, and 409 initial 
HMM's are then trained using the segmented initial parts in the second 
pass. These HMM's are finally smoothly cascaded to form 409 syllable 
HMM'a by requiring that in each syllable HMM the last state of the initial 
HMM is exactly the first state of the final HMM which was trained 
primarily from the transition region of the speech signal. In this way not 
only the initial HMM's and final HMM's can be separately trained and 
the short initial parts can be assigned more number of states, but the 
HMM's for the syllables in a given confusing set will have exactly identical 
parameters in the last few states, thus the effect of the final in the 
recognition phase can be minimized while the differences in initials can be 
emphasized to better distinguish these syllables. The results of this 
approach for continuous HMM's can be seen in the third row of Table 1, 
where top 1 rate is improved by more than lo%, while the top 3 rate now 
exceeds 99%. 

Because the errors in the above two-pass training approach are 
primarily caused by errors in distinguishing the initials, it is believed that 
the limited number of training utterances (five for each syllable in the 
experiments here) make the 409 initial HMM's less robust. Considering 
the fact that very often quite a few finals approximately start with some 
common phoneme (for example, a, ai, au, an, ang all start with the 
phoneme a), syllables with these finals but the same initial (such as sa, sai, 
mu, san, sang) can in fact share the same initial HMM. In this way, the 
total number of initial HMM's can be reduced from 409 to 99, and the 
number of training utterances for each initial HMM's can be significantly 
increased (4 times in average). This is the revised two-pass training 
approach. The results in the fourth row of Table 1 show that in this way 
the top 1 recognition rate is in fact slightly degraded, while the top 2,3,4, 
5 rates are all improved, probably because the initial HMM's thus 
obtained is really relatively less accurate, although more robust. A three- 
-pass training approach is therefore further developed, in which the 99 
initial HMM's created in the second pass of the revised two-pass training 
is now taken as the initial values, they then go through a third training 
process such that eventually 409 instead of 99 initial HMM's are obtained 
and cascaded with the 38 final HMM's to form 409 syllable HMM's. The 
results in the fifth row of Table 1 indicate that the top 1 rate is improved 
to 92% while the high top 2,3,4, 5 rates are preserved, i.e., the advantages 
of the above two approaches, the accuracy and robustness, are now 
combined. Note that in the dictation machine, the Markov Chinese 
language model can possibly correct some of the errors made in the 
syllable recognition, therefore high top 2 , 3 , 4 , 5  rates are also helpful and 
desired. 

All the above approaches require segmented initial and final parts of 
training utterances to be used in the training of HMM's, but actually 
automatic algorithm for segmentation between initial and final parts is 
very difficult, and manual help is currently needed to avoid errors. 
Therefore a revised threepass training approach which requires a 
minimum number of segmented training utterances is further developed. 

Table 1 The ratesfor recognition of the 409 Mandarin 
syllables disregarding the tones based on HMM's. 

1 I t o p  1 I t o p  2 I t o p  3 I t o p  4 1 t o p  5 I 

In this approach, only one set of training utterances needs to be 
segmented, and they are used to train 38 final HMM's and 99 initial 
HMM's to becascaded to form the 409 syllable HMM's. These 409 HMM's 
are then taken as the initial values to go through a third pass training, in 
which the unsegmented training utterances are used in the forward- 
-backward algorithm, while the parameters of the initial and final parts of 
the syllable HMM's are reestimated separately. The results in the last row 
of Table 1 show that in this way most of the training utterances need not 
be segmented, but a t  the price that the top 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,  rates are all slightly 
degraded. Some typical recognition rates in Table 1 are also plotted in 
Fig. 2 for easy comparison. 
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Fig. 2 Comparison among the recognition rates for the 409 
syllables disregarding the tones 
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IV. Tone Recoppition 
There are totally five different lexical tones in Mandarin usually 

referred as the the first, second, third, fourth and the fifth tones, among 
them the fifth (or neutral) tone is the most difficult to distinguish. This is 
because there exist typical pitch contours for the pitch frequencies of the 
first four tones in general. Some examples are shown in Fig. 3. However, 
the pitch frequencies of the fifth tone do not necessarily follow any specific 
pattern. Some initial efforts on Mandarin lexical tone recognition had 
been reported with very encouraging results[9,10], but they all 
concentrated on the recognition of the first four tones while the fifth tone 
was always ignored. However, the occurrence frequency of the fifth tone in 
everyday Mandarin is in fact not negligible., i.e. 7%, and most of them are 
function words such as "y", "7"  and 'I%" with special syntactic or 
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problem. The likelihood value for a given Chinese sentence is the product 
of the successive state transition probabilities, where the state ca 
either one (first order) or r (r-th order) characters or words (a word is 
composed of one to several characters), because unlike English language 
there is no boundary marker between two adjacent words or two adjacent 
characters in Chinese sentence, and every input syllable can have several 
possible candidates each with some given probabilities. T 
transition probabilities are trained using a large quantity of 
texts. For each sequence of input candidate syllables and probabilities, a 
word lattice can be constructed and the most probable output Chinese 
sentence can be obtained from the maximum likelihood path formed in 
this lattice. A good example for such a Chinese word lattice is shown in 
Fig. 4. Although the number of possible paths in the lattice is of 

Order one 

I 1  I 4 I 
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Fig. 3 Typical pitch contour of the first four lexical tones 
(thoeefortheGfth tonenot necessarily follow any specific pattern). 

semantic roles. Therefore the recognition of the fifth tone should be 
considered in the Mandarin dictation machine. In this research, a study 
on the complete lexical tone recognition (i.e., including the fifth tone) for 
isolated syllables is performed. Various versions of hidden Markov models 
are considered including discrete HMM’s, continuous HMM’s and the 
recently proposed modified version of HMM’s with bounded state 
durations (HMM/BSD), in which the duration for a model to stay a t  a 
certain state is upper and lower bounded by two bounding parameters to 
prevent a state from occupying too many or too few signal frames than 
appropriate. In other words, the probability density function Pi(d) for a 
model to stay a t  a state i for a duration d is in general geometric just as the 
conventional HMM’s, but with the upper and lower portions removed 
from the upper and lower bounds. These bounds, on the other hand, can 
be estimated from the maximum likelihood state transition sequences 
obtained during the training process. 

The test results obtained in experiments are listed in Table 2. When 
only the first four tones were tested, the conventional approaches 

Table 2 The recognition ratesfor the tones 

Tra in4  90.8% w.a% 64.9% 

~9.61 91.2% 74.9% Train-1 plus 
Train-2 

I I I 

92. OX ev eature vectors 
k o u n i e d  state durat ion]  94’71. I 93‘81. I 

previously proposed [9,10] using feature vectors simply obtained from 
pitch frequencies gave very good results (97.5%). However, this number 
was seriously degraded when all the five tones were tested (on the order of 
90.0%). Apparently this is due to the fact that the pitch frequency 
contour of the fifth tone do not necessarily follow any specific pattern as 
mentioned above, therefore the feature vectors simply obtained from 
pitch frequencies can not very well distinguish the fifth tone from the 
other tones. In this research a new form of feature vector is thus 
developed, which includes not only the pitch contour features, but the 
short-time energy and syllable duration of voiced part. This is because it 
was found that although the fifth tone does not necessarily follow any 
typical pitch contour as the other four tones, but lower energy and shorter 
duration are very often observed. The last two rows of Table 2 indicate 
that using new form of feature vectors, the recognition rate can be 
improved to 93.6%, and further improvement up to 94.7% can be 
achieved using the approach of bounded state duration mentioned above. 

V. The Markov Chinese Lanmuage Model 
Even if the syllables and tones can be correctly recognized using 

speech processing approaches, the high degree of ambiguities due to 
homonym characters still causes serious problems for the linguistic 
decoding process in the Mandarin dictation machine. This is because each 
Chinese character is pronounced as a monosyllable and in average each 
phonologically allowed syllable can represent a t  least 15 homonym 
characters. Thus the choice of the correct characters each syllable 
presents is a very difficult task. 

In this research, various versions of Markov models for Chinese 
language are developed to solved this difficult linguistic decoding 

Fig. 4 A typical example for a Chinese word lattice. 

exponential size in general, an efficient search algorithm based on 
dynamic programming was also developed to find the best solution in 
polynomial time. 

The Markov models for Chinese language have been trained using 
primary school Chinese textbooks (Train4 includes 8 volumes and 
Train-1 includes 12 volumes) and a dictionary of 40,000 commonly used 
Chinese words (Train-2). They are tested using three sets of database. 
The texts for Test-1 and T e s t 4  are of the same language style as the 
primary school Chinese textbooks, while Test-3 are obtained from daily 
newspaper whose language style and wording is in fact different. When 

Mandarin dictation machine errors always exist in syllables and tones and 
the Markov Chinese language model is provided with the first few choices 
of the syllables and tones each with corresponding probabilities. 
Therefore the numbers in Table 3 only serve as an upper bound for the 
actual performance of the language model. It can be seen from Table 3 
that the decoding rates for Test-3 is apparently significantly lower due to 
the different language style and wording. It is therefore recommended 
that currently the Markov Chinese language model should be trained for 
each respective user to include the user’s language style and word domain. 
This is a very reasonable limitation because the Mandarin dictation 
machine is speaker dependent. If this is considered, Table 3 shows that 
using order one model the decodingrate is on the order of 90%. 

VI. Real-time ImpIementation of the Machine 
The block diagram of the real-time Mandarin dictation machine is 

shown in Fig. 5, in which an IBM PC/ATis the control center, with three 
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Fig. 5 The block diagram of the real-time Mandarin 
dictation machine 

sets of special hardware boards connected to the PC/AT, the pitch 
detector, the preprocessing unit and the HMM processor. The waveform 
of the input unknown syllable is first filtered and sampled. The pitch 
frequencies are detected by the pitch detector. The preprocessing unit is 
responsible for the end point detection, pre-emphasis and real-time 
evaluation of all autocorrelation and LPC feature parameters and 
vectors, while the 409 HMM's are implemented on the HMM processor, on 
which all computations needed for the HMM syllable recognition are 
performed. The IBM PC/AT is not only the monitor and control center, 
but will take care of the recognition of the tones and the Markov Chinese 
language model to transform the recognized syllables into Chinese 
characters. The MASSCOMP-5400 workstation and the VAX 730 
minicomputer, on the other hand, are responsible for the training 
processes for the syllable recognition and the Chinese language model 
respectively, and the parameters obtained in the training processes will be 
transferred to the PC/AT. 

The pre-processing unit includes three Texas Instrument TMS 
320C25 digital signal processor chips C25-1, C25-2 and C25-3, where 
C25-1 and C25-2 are responsible for the processing of the speech data, and 
C25-3 is to take care of the connection and data transmission among 
variousunits of the system, including the PC/AT, the pitch detector, and 
the HMM processor. The HMM processor, on the other hand, has one 
main board on which seven sub-boards are plugged in. The center of each 
sub-board is also a TMS 320C25 chip providing all necessary 
computations. The program for recognition of the unknown syllable using 
the 409 syllable HMM's is written on the seven sub-board, with the 409 
syllable HMM% divided into seven groups, each having 58-59 syllable 
HMM's implemented on one sub-board. Therefore totally ten TMS 
320C25 chips are used, operating in parallel to complete all necessary 
computations in time. the picture of the completed real-time Mandarin 
dictation machine is is Fig. 6. The tests indicate that the average time for 
this machine to dictate a syllable is 0.45 sec, which is about the duration 
for aspeaker to pronounce an isolated syllable. 

W. Conclusion 
The first successfully implemented real-time Mandarin dictation 

machine developed in the world which recognized Mandarin speech with 
unlimited texts and very large vocabulary has been completed. Isolated 
syllables are recognized using hidden Markov model techniques and 
transformed into Chinese characters through a Markov Chinese language 
model under speaker dependant mode. The overall system performance is 
still under test. The technology used in this machine is quite different 
from those machines for other languages due to the very special 
characteristics of Chinese language. 
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